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A three-dimensional modelling of an industrial
glass furnace
A mathematrcal model for the prediction of the performance of an industrial glass furnace is described. it comprrses sub models for thecombustion chamber and the glass tank flow. The frrst sub model incorporatJs fhysical modeiling for the turbulent diffusion flame. sootformation and consumption and the thermal radialion. The SIMPLE algorithm is'usecl here to solve-the finite-difference equations derivedfrom the partial non-linear differential equations of the mathematical model. The second-s_ub,model incorporates physical modelling for thelaminar flow and enerqv balance of the molten glass. driven by free convectio,.,. ir,e piso algorithm is used in this sub model to solve thefinite-dlfference equations. The whol : mathemitical model is applied to a cross-f ired regeneiative rr*..". nn iterative procedure is used.where the heat transfer to the upper surface of the molten glass is that calculated for the combustion chamber. by the first sub-model,assuming known values of the temperatures of the referred surface rnese te.je.atures are calculated by the second sub-model using asboundary condition the heat transfer fluxes calculated by the first sub-model. The whole procedure i. i.p".t"o until .convergence, 

isachieved rhe results have shown a strong dependence between trre prrysicat frocesses occurring in the combustion chamber and in theglass tank and therefore unless a set of relrable data of temperature oi tt',e glasi surface is avaiiabie, the predrction for this kind of furnaceshould include the glass tank
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List of symbols
ap finite-difference equation coefficient for point p

finite-difference equation coefficient for the
neighbour points (N, S, E, W, U, D) ol p
constant pressure specific heat of species j
activation en€rgy
black body emissive power
mixture fraction
variance of mixture fraction
gravitational acceleration in the i-direction
time-mean stagnation enthalpy
intensity of radiant energy
absorption coefficients of the i species
effective thermal conductivity ol the glass
turbulent kinetic energy
path length
local length scale ol turbulence
molecular weight of the species 7
time-averaged mass concentration ol species j
'normal' probability density function
pressure
flux at a point P on a wall boundary
universal gas constant
source-term of the finite-difference equations
stoichiometric oxygen requirement of unit
mass of a species j

T temperature
tt; velocity component in the j-direction

Greek syrygzlg

F ,olumetric coefficient of thermal expansion
fd molecular exchange coefficient for a variable @A, discretised divergence
\ij Kronecker's delta
e dissipation rate of turbulent energy

total emittance
tu, emissivity of wall
p molecular viscosity
lL"fr effective viscosily
!, turbulent viscosity
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tlme-mean density
Prandtl number for a variable d
surrogate variablel S, i. k, c and n.
single passive scalar, eqn (l l)
equivalence ratio, eqn (19(a))
solid angle

guessed value
fluctuation component
time-averaged value
number of iteration
first corrector stage for velocity
second corrector stage for pressure
second corrector stage lor velocity
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inlet
oxidant
soot
wall
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2. lntroduction
2.1. Preamble
The recent awareness of the limitation of energy re-
sources, the increase in fuel prices, and the problem of
pollution have turned combustion engineers, attention
towards the importance of improving combustion equip-
ment design.

, Increasing pressure is being placed on eng,neers to
have recourse to every available modern theoritical and
analytical means to quantify and enhance the industrial
lurnace perlormance criteria. There is currently consider-
able interest from the glass and ceramics industry to
support the construction of a mathematical model which
reliably simulates the performance of the glass melting
furnaces. Glass furnaces Are large and so they are
extremely costly to develop by highly empirical methods.

Most of the previous glass furnace predictive studies
have avoided the complexities of the combustion cham-
ber region and confined attention to the flow in the tank,
see refs l, 2 and 3, for example.
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combustion chamber in which the flow field and heat
release were determined from a numerical solution of the
governing balance equations was presented by Gosman
et al.a The works of Carvalhos and Semiao6 have ex-
tended this simulation to more complex geometries with
a horseshoe-flow shape. The predictions of Semiao6 were
made to oxygen-rich burning conditions. The work ol
Carvalho, Durd.o and PereiraT is an extension of
Semiao's work6 in which the authors have used a two-
dimensional axisymmetric model to simulate the burner
region, providing with these results the inlet conditions
for the three-dimensional calculations of the combustion
chamber. The results were extensively validated with
experimental data acquired in the furnace used in work
by Carvalho et al.8

There have been very few attempts to model a complete
glass furnace. A simplified model was presented by
McConnell and Goodsone in which global energy equa-
tions for the combustion chamber, molten glass and
feed ('batch') were solved lor an assumed flow and heat
release, Hottel's zone method being used to calculate the
combustion chamber radiation. A similar study was
effected by Mase and Oda,10 but the flow field in the
molten glass was solved assuming two-dimensionality. A
further _study of this kind has been carried out by
Novak,1l in which the combustion chamber flow field
was more carefully estimated with the assistance of
empirical data for non-reacting flows for cylindrical
ducts. The investigation of Carvalho and Lockwoodr2
extended the work presented by Carvalhos and brought
into analysis the batch and glass tank flows, assuming
two-dimensionality of the batch flow. The glass tank flow
predictions were made with a three-dimensional com-
puter procedure.

The present work deals with a completely three-
dimensional simulation ol an industrial glass furnace, in
which a new elaborated model to predict the glass tank
flow was used.

The combustion chamber and the molten glass flow
were studied by a cyclical iterative way, by separated
calculations. Assuming known values of the temperature
ol the glass surface, the flow, combustion process and
heat fluxes in the combustion chamber were predicted by
a three-dimensional solution technique, which forms the
first sub-model. Using the calculated heat flux to the
glass surface as a boundary condition, the flow and the
temperature distribution in the molten glass were predic-
ted by a different three-dimensional numerical technique,
which forms the second sub-model. These glass surface
temperatures were then introduced as a boundary con-
dition in the first sub-model framing a cyclicai iterative
procedure; that 'converged' solution allows one to
predict the performance of the whole furnace. In the
second sub-model, a non-iterative method of handling
the pressure/velocity coupling that arises in the implicitly
discretised fluid flow equations (PISO13) was used. The
use of PISO results in a substantial reduction in comput-
ing effort over that required by iterative methods.ra

This paper contains six sections: section 2 forms the
introduction; section 3 is devoted to physical modelling
and section 4 describes the essential features of the
computer method for solving the complete set of equa-
tions. The application of the numerical procedure to a
large industrial lurnace, the presentation and discussion
of the results are inclucled in section 5. Concluding re-

2.2 Description of furnace
Fig. I shows a sketch of the furnace, which is of the cross_
fired regenerative kind. The furnace is essentially a large
insulated container in which the batch enters viaihe do*g-
house and the molten glass flows from the dog_houJe
near-wall to the opposite end-wall. The firing ports are
located along the sides of the furnace. There are four
ports on each side, each port containing two fuel jets. The
furnace is fired alternately from either side to giu. mor.
uniform heat flux to the glass and to make the regenera-
tion possible. The combustion products pass through
regenerators which are used to preheat the combustion
air before entering the lurnace to produce higher temper-
atures and heat flux to the glass. Waste ports opposite
burners working as outlet ports are demanded 

-by 
the

reversing operating conditions. Heavy oil is burned with
excess of air. The roof furnace and side walls are
relractory lined.

3. The physical modelling
The present modelling problem in its entirety has two
distinct parts: the simulation ol the combustion chamber
and the glass tank. The authors have treated these
separately, with the aid of different numerical solution
procedures. The simulation of the whole furnace is a
hybrid treatment involving the two codes.

3.1 . Combustion chamber
The governing transport equations for the mean motion
of a turbulent three-dimensional flow were applied in
their cartesian coordinate lorm.

3.1 .1 . Mean flow equations
The time-averaged equations lor the conservation of
momentum are in compact tensor notation, as follows:

+ G - p,"r)gi + !fp,\",1:O (1)
,r,

where u; is the velocity component in the direction of
coordinate.x;, p is density and p,"y a relerence value, g; is
the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration in the I
direction, p is pressure, p is the laminar viscosity, and the
operator d;; is unity for i: j and zero when i lj.

The equation for the conservation of energy may be
expressed as:

a_
; @nth)t,...,

where fi represents stagnation enthalpy, I-, is equal to the
fluid thermal conductivity divided by its constant-
pressure specific heat, and ,9 is a source term defined by:

S : Q,,o * small terms (3)

where Q,,,7 is the net volumetric heat gain clue to thermal
radiation.

In addition to eqns (l-2) we must also includc the
equation ol mass continuity:

a
/ ;; \ 
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3.1 .2. Turbulence model
The 'two-equation' model,ts in which equations for the
kinetic energy of turbulence, k, and its dissipation rate, s.
are solved, was considered appropriate. The correlations
in eqn (l) are expressed, in analogy with laminar flow,r6
AS:

where p, is a'turbulent' viscosity that may be related to k
and e by dimensional arguments:

pt: cppk2ft (6)

where C, is a constant of the model. The turbulent
exchange coefficient, f4,,, lor any variable, $, may be
expressed as:

l4.t: Ftloq.t (7)

where o4,., is a turbulent Prandtl number of order unity.
Turbulent transport correlations involving @' are deter-
mined from the Boussinesq approximation:

(p uW) :f 6,AOld*, (8)

The differential equations for k and e that the authors
have solved are:

(10)

where C1 and C2 are further constants and f1 and f, are
determined via eqn (7).

The model constants used at present are well es-
tablished in many previous furnace applications (see refs
5 and l7).

3.1.3. Combustion model
The combustion model is based on the ideal single step
and fast reaction between the gaseous fuel and oxidant,
assumed to combine in stoichiometric proportion. Equal
effective turbulent mass diffusion coeflicients for the fuel
and oxidant and an instantaneous reaction were also
assumed (see refs 18 and l9). As a consequence of these
assumptions the flame thermodynamic state becomes
related to a single passive scalar:

S:Sm1u-mox (l l)
where .s is the stoichiometric oxygen required by mass,
and m.su and m,,,, are the fuel and oxidant mass fractions.

The mivlrrre fr;rr-linn / ic rolltnd fn fhic ',',.rnfifrr hrr'

/er A modelled transport equation has been derivedle for\'t g which runs:

-r,,ul{+)-,-?p,s:a (r6)
\oxj oxj/ K

where Crr and Coz are additional adjustabie parameters.
As radiation plays a dominant role in the heat transler

process inside industrial furnaces, a simple and econom-
ical model lor oil-fired furnaces was used in which it was
assumed that the oil spray evaporates instantaneousiy.

3.1.4. Thermodynamic relations
The mixture specific enthalpy may be defined by:

lr : I ^, f' c pj(T) d,T + my,H .

attj J o

f:@-6)t(6,-60)
where the subcripts I and 0 designate the fue[- and
oxidant-bearing streams. Furthermore, the authors have
assumed that the chemical kinetic rate is fast with respect
to the turbuient transport rate: then luel and oxidant
cannot co-exist, so t/t1u:0 for mo,20 ar,d mox:0 for
nt1,2 0, and the concentratiofls r?t1a and n?,,, are related
linearly to/through eqns (1 1) and (12).

The transport equation for the mixture fraction, f is
given by:

(t3)

The above modelling, it may be noted, presumes a
stationary thin flame envelope. The fluctuating nature of
the turbulent reaction is more usually accommodated
through a modelled equation for the variance of the
mixture fraction fl uctuations.2o

The authors have adopted a statistical approach to
describe the temporal nature of the mixture fraction
fluctuations. The time-averaged value of any property, @,
soleiy dependent on./can then be determined from:

rt
d: | o(f)P\f)df (14)

Jo

In the present work the authors have assumed the
'clipped normal' probability density lunction,2t which is
characterised by just two parameters, I and the mean
square of the/fluctuations. g:

g:(.f-lt' ( l5)

(n)

where Co1 is the constant-pressure specific heat of a
species 7.

Density was determined from the equation of state:

( l8)
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(12)
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(s)

and

iroo*t-*(..#)
,,,*J;l;-';)

* Pt: :0

a A / 6c\
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-c,Ir,*,C+,.*)
)

E--t CzP t :0

f;ron,rt-*("*) :'

...ror,a-*(.,--t)

p:pl(nrT,n,tM,\
/\ ,Iii " -)

where p is pressure, R is the universal gas constant, and
M; is the molecular weight ol species j. Since the rnjs, as
well as 7", are all lunctions oll the time-averaged dehsity
lor use in the mean flow equations was again determined
from eqn (14).

(t rtrtl irrtrt'd tnt
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3.1.5. Soot model
The distinctive feature of oil-fired flames is their signifi_
cant soot content. The proportion of total carbon
content of the luel which converts to soot is too small to
influence significantly overall flame heat release distri_
bution. Rather, soot is of concern because its presence
greatly augments the radiation heat transfer and because
it is a pollutant. Most reasonably operated and main_
tained modern burners ensure complete combustion of
soot. So the primary function ol the soot model will be
good characterising of the optical behaviour of the flame.
The soot content of heavy oil flames is so great that those
of industrial dimensions approach the black body limit.
ln consequence, the accurate prediction of local soot
concentration is not a prerequisite for good calculation
of radiation transfer. This is indeed fortunate since the
mechanisms of soot lormation are far from being es-
tablished even in the simplest laboratory flames.22

__-A simple global 
-expression similar to that used by

Khan and Greeves23 was chosen to characterise sooi
production:

P.* - P.-) of the transport equation of soot mass
concentration which runs:

o
. (puin1") -oXi *(..#) S-,:0 (20)

(21)

(23)

(24)

3.1.6. Radiation model
The 'discrete transfer' radiation prediction procedure of
Lockwood and Shah28 has been utilised in this study.
This method combines ease of use, economy and flexi-
bility of application. This last feature is oi particular
importance in the real world of geometrically intricate
combustion chambers. The claimed advantages of the
method have now survived the .rigours of several in-
dustrial applications, see refs 4 and 29, for example.

The'discrete transfer' method is founded on i direct
solution ol the radiation transfer equation lor a direction
which runs:

dI, :(ft,+
os

0",(: _ ,)

C1_is a function which ideally depends on an easily
definable fuel property such as the C/H ratio. The wori<
of Abbas et al2a has simply tuned it to flame data and
these authors have found that a value of about 0.01 is
appropriate. Although the work of Khan and Greeves23
was carried out in connection with diesel engines, Abbas
et al2a lound that their values of 3 and 40 200 calfmol for
n and E are useful. Soot production is essentially zero for
equivalence ratios @, lqs_s than that corresponding to the
incipient sooting limit2s and for @ in excess of i value
corresponding roughly to the upper flammability limit.
Following Khan and Greeves23 the upper and lower
limits have been set to two and eight respectively.

In one sense the determination of the soot-burning rate
poses a much less demanding modelling problem, since
the particle sizes are also so small that near-particle
diffusion cannot possibly be controlling; rather, the
combustion rate will be controlled by the rate of mixing
of the particle-bearing vortices with adjacent oxygen-
bearing material. A straightforward method of estimat-
ing this rate has been proposed by Magnussen and
Hjertager,26 who, following conventionai turbulence
concepts,2T presume that the mixing rate is proportional
to the magnitude of the time mean soot concentration,
nr", and the time-scale of the large scale turbulence
motion elk. Thetr expression lor the soot consumption
rate is:

P,* : CrPf,d" exp(- EIRT") (l9a)

P'- : Am,(elk)p (1eb)

where I is a model constant assigned the value four
based on numerical experimentation. This relation will
not be satisfactory in regions where the reaction rate is
limited by oxy,gen deficiency, in which case Magnussen
and Hjertager26 propose:

where I is the radiation intensity in a O direction, s is the'distance in that direction, E: oT| is the black body
emissive power, and kn and k, are respectively the gas and
soot absorption coefficients. The scattering terms do not
appear, although they are easily accommodated, since the
only particulate matter occurring in the present applica-
tion is the soot particles, which are much too smill to
scatter significantly. Many radiation methods are based
on the solution of the much more complex integro-
differential equation which results when eqn (2lj is
rewritten for the whole solid angle, f). In the authors'
opinion this is unsatisfactory sincs the numerical solution
treatment ol such an equation is necessarily very
elaborate.

The authors have solved the much simpler eqn (21)
within discretisation, d{4-, oi the whole ,otia ungt", O,
about selected directions, f). Assuming that E, /., and k"
are constant over a finite distance increment d., eqn (21)
may be integrated to yield the simpie recurrence relation:

E1*r - ; {l - exp [-(kn f k,)d,]l

* .In exp [ - (k" + A,)d,]

(l9c)

where .s, and s7, are the soot and luel stoichiometric
ratios. The alternative that gives the smallest reaction
rate is to be used-

Eqns ( l9) were usetl :ls r hr: sorr r{:e t{rrnr r.T :

P' : A(';i?,.,)'"(il'

(22)

where n and (n * 1) are successive locations along e
separated by the increment, d". The relation is applied
along the chosen C) from known conditions at a point Q
say (either guessed or pertaining to those of the previoui
iteration) on one wall to a point of impingement, p say, of
the direction, O, on an opposite wall.

If the hemisphere above P is discretised into sub-
angles, dQ., within which the intensity is considered to be
uniform; the energy flux arrivin-s at P is:

r
4 t .p I t,,cl ao . L t r.f), ., dQ.

J " 
illlr

The rvall boundary condition is:

Ll-.p: (l -r;",)4n r,*r;,.,lJ,.,

wlrere q,.p is thc cncrgy lcaving thc wall at p, r:,,, is the
wall enrissivity, ancl F.,,. : o'l-f,, is tlrc wall emissive power.
Thc vlltrc tll' /. .. ;rt nrrirrl rr) Ilrr. iniri,,l ,,,,r,,.- ....-,..:,-.r
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ior thc application of thc rccurrencc relation, cqn (22), is
4 -.rlr.The net radiation heat flux is:

4p:4+.r'-Q-.p. (25)

The net heat gain or loss within a small control volume
oi the flow procedure is:

Sn : (,1,*, - 1")Q df) dl (26)

The property valucs. varying with temperature, were
calculated by special functions, as dcscribbd below.

The dynamic viscosity was calculated by the Fulcher_
Vogel-Tamnran eqn:r'

11 :exp(-r. +) (31)

where l, B and T" are constants calculated from ref 33.
The densitl, was calculated from the following eqn:rr

f; : p"ll - p(r * T,)f $2)
where po is the density of the molten glass at the
temperature Io.

The radiation transfer was handled by the Rosseland
(optically thick) approximation, which results in appro_
priately augmented thermal conductivities in the .nl.gy
balance equation. From Tooley,32 the thermal conduc-t_
ivity was given by:

147

where the locations n and (n * 1) correspond to the
'entry' and 'exit' of a direction into and from a control
volume, and 6A is the cell area projected normal to O.
The energy sources, Sp, are appended to the energy
balance equation solved for by the flow code.

- The gas absorption coefficient, k' is calculated from
the 'two grey plus a clear gas' fit of Truelove.3o Water
vapour and carbon dioxide are the prime contributors to
the gaseous radiation. The total gas emittance is ex_
pressed by:

tn:+a,.,(T)ll - exp ( -k0.,(pu,+ p,)L) (21a)

where the summation n is over the three gases of the
assumed mixture, the kr,n are presumed constant with the
temperature dependence of the emittance being ac_
commodated in the weighting coefficients, cn.,, p^. ind p,

11e the partial pressures of the water vapour and carbon
dioxide and t is the path length. The values of kr., and
as,n are tabulated in ref 30. The value of k, requiied for
these calculations is obtained from the 

"pr"udo 
gr"y

approximation:

tg:l -exp(-knL) e7b)
which has worked well in many furnace heat transfer
computations.

3.2. Glass tank
The governing transport equations of the three-
dimensional laminar flow were applied in their cartesian
co-ordinate form.

3.2.1 . Governing equations
The conservation of momentum may be written, in
tensor notation, as follows:

where (Cr)r is a constant calculated from ref 33.lt was assumed from experimental observation that
the batch region, which is a mixture ol raw material
(sand) and recycle glass, forms a thin layer covering the
molten glass from the dog-house (batch inlet_door)intii
the second burner. It was also assumed that the batch
temperature varies linearly between the inlet batch tem_
perature and the melting temperature of the batch.

4. The numerical solution procedure
4.1 . Preliminary consideration
The combustion chamber and the glass tank were
simulated separately by different numerical solution
procedures used as a hybrid treatment to simulate the
whole furnace.

Nearly all industrial lurnaces are three-dimensional
and show disparity ol scales, in that most of the
combustion takes place within a volume surroundins the
burner, which occupies only a small proportion oiiotal
furnace volume but requires a disproportionately large
proportion of the total computationaf grid.

To avoid excessive memory requiremJnt, in the present
study the combustion chamber is assumed to consist of
slices. Each slice is contained between the midway plane
of. one inlet-port and the midway plane between this
inlet-port and the neighbouring oni. A, shown in Fig. l,
th,ere are four inlet-ports with two burners in each one,
which makes eight slices to simulate the whole combus_
tion chamber.

In the work ol MegahedlT the combustion chamber
was caiculated in two slices, the first simulating the region
over.th_e_molten glass and the second the region over the
batch. However, in the present case fhe inlit conditions
differ significantly from one port to another (see Table I )

K 
"J t 

: (C r)uT'

TABLE I lnler conditionss3

(33)

where f is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expan_
sion, and I" is a relerence temperature. All the terms have
meanings equal to those in eqn (l), except the last one
which represents the buoyancy term. The ener_ey equa-
tion used is:

*lr,*, * p 
'ii 

- r(#,. # - : g r,,)]

o( ar\.-1f,"-l-sz:0(,r,, \ 0xi/
cquation, also used, is the

d
. (irrrri-) -(,X i

-p7tll(T-f") :0 (28)

. (2e)

following

(30)

The continuity
one:

a

^ (prr,) : [1
(,,

Port No (Fig. l)
i";ifr;i no'" frg,6,1

I@lortr,!*tt,
Excess air (i")
i'iicl vcii,crtv trl.st
nii *iiiijii' ri,i,'ir

t214
in ,{96 4e6 175

548b St00 86R0 l8t0
14 il t9 {rJ

0.505 0.765 0.7h5 0.17
r'trl ltn Llt\
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and the overall perlormance of the combustion chamber
was obtained by studying four slices (each one containing
different inlet-ports).

Owing to the large period of time between the changes
of side-firing in the furnace, the cyciing nature of the
firing process was neglected.

The glass tank predictions were made for its entire
volume as particular refinement of the grid was not
demanded.

4.2. Method of solution
The finite difference method used to solve the equations
entails subdividing the combustion chamber and the tank
into a number of finite volumes or 'cells'. Both solution
algorithms are embodied in versions of the TEACH
program3a for three-dimensional recirculating flows.
The convection terms were discretised by the hybrid
central/upwind method.3s The resultant difference equa-
tion has the lorm:

(a, - Sr)Qp: la,Q, + S" - (34)

where cp -- 2n an and I denotes summation over the six
neighbouring nodes. One such equation exists for every
scalar variable at every grid node. In the case of the
velocities similar equations apply, but the control vol-
umes are displaced such that they pass through the
pressures driving the component in que;tion, necessitat-
ing minor changes to the coefficient expressions.

In the combustion chamber predictions, the velocities
and pressure are calculated by a variant of the SIMPLE
algorithm described in ref 36. As presented there, this
algorithm involves the solution ol the momentum equa-
tions using the prevailing pressures, p*, to yield an
intermediate velocity field denoted by u-*; then velocity
corrections are defined, linked to corresponding pressure
corrections by relations of the form:

ni.r : D'i,jt'" - nr) (35)

where Di : Auj.ble(p, - pp) is evaluated from the relev-
ant momentum equation. Eqn (35) is substituled into thc
inrn,rr"rn.l f,---, ^f rl-^ -.,--.:-^..: ;^- .^ .-:.,,.

app' :la,/ * S" (36)

from which p',and hence u', is determined. Eqn (36) may
be recognised as a form ol Poisson equation for the
pressure correction, in which S, : -Ia ra6 is the local
continuity imbalance of the momentum-based uf veloc-
ities. Following solution of this equation, the coriections
are.applied by setting \: ul t il';, p : p* + p,, and the
entire procedure is repeated unti[ momentum and con-
tinuity are both satisfied. The calculations of the remain-
ing dependent variabies, as well as the updating of the
thermodynamic and transport properties, are iniorpor-
ated into the above sequence.

In the tank flow predictions, the velocities and pressure
are calculated by a variant of the pISO algorithm
presented by Issa.r3

Using operator notation, eqn (34) becomes:

lurttL,: H(U) - A,l + SFr

H(L]I\:LAI'UO
and A; is the discretised divergence. Denoting iteration
levels with'n'and successive levels of splitting (intermedi-
ate values) with '*', '**' and '*r'*', the algorithm for the
hydronynamics equations is:

Predictor stage'. with a guessed value of pressure (or
using the value from the previous iteration), p,, the first
intermediate velocities are calculated bv:

A'r'uf : H'(uf) - A;p,' + Sfii

First corrector stage. The first pressure increment is
calculated by:

- o',1 : a,(uI)

ty correction is given by the solution of
icit equation:

(37 a)

(31b)

(3 8)

(39 )

Ir
A'L;,r, A'tP*

and the first veloci
the following expl

1

Uf* : Ui - -^u A,(p* - p',) (40)
AP'

S,c L' o nd ( or r e (. I or st u tl e: The seconcl pressure incremen t
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^,lir a,(p** - ,.,] :

a,[l I
lAr,, 

u",u !* ,l,J (41)

Uf** - Yt* 1 ,lu lp,(Uf* - U:)' Ai''

, Part of thc uppcr surfacc of the molten glass is covereciby a batch blanket. Closc to this solid surface, thctangential velocity is set to zero owing to the non_
slipping interface fluid-solid condition. In-the remaining
part ofthe referred surlace the velocity iscalculated from i
vanishing shear-stress.condition. R given parabolic pro_
file was used for both iniet and outlei veldities.3-;;i;;
heat ffux, calculated by the combustion chamber sub_
model, lvas used to predict the glass tank op".uiing
conditions.

Overall heat transfer coeflicients were r:alculated based
upon the thickness of the building materiai and external
cooling-conditions given by ref 33. These values varv
from 1.9 to 7.1 Wi(m2K).

For the combustion chamber predictions, a numerical
grid c.omprisilg t+ x 10 x 14 grid nodes in the x, y and zcoordinate directions respectiirely was used, ,il;h;;
each }-ralf-port slice of the lurnace, while for the whole oT
the glass-tank predictions a l4 x 16 x 2j grid was used.

In radiation calculations for the combusiion 
"h;G;,16 rays were tracked from each boundary_cell (usually

four or eight rays are used, see Carvalhos'and Simiao,?lor example), which augments considerably the time
consumed per iteration, but convergence is aihieved in a
smaller number ol iterations and the converged solution
approximates much more closely to the furnace operat_
ing conditions.28

Calculations for the whole of the furnace were carried
out by the following procedure:

1. A slice of the combustion chamber corresponding
to one of the half_porrs (Fig- l) was predictedl
assuming a distribution of glass surface tempera_
ture. The results obtained were used as initial uulu.,
to predict the remaining three half_ports slices of the
combustion chamber. For the firsf run, 300 intera_
tions were needed (38 CpU hours in a MicroVaxII) to achieve convergence (the results were con_
sidered converged u,hen the normalised residuals of
the equations were less than 5 x l0-3). eoi it.
othe-r runs, only 120 iterations (15 CpU hours) rvere
needed.

2. With the fluxes to the glass, calculated from the
previous runs, the whole glass tank was predicted,
with the same conver_sence criteria, which takes 120
iterations (13 CPU hours in the same computer
machine).

3. The temperature distribution of the glass surlace
was then used to repeat the whole p.oi"s, lrom l.

4. The procedure was considered .convLrged'when 
the

glass surface temperatures and the huxes to the
glass did not vary more than 10ol from one cycle to
the next one.

At the end of the fourth cycle .convergence' 
was

achieved, which shows the strong relation between the
two processes.

5.2. Discussion of results
Some general aspects of the model's predictions are
illustrated in Figs.2-10. Ori,ing to the quzilitative similar_
ity ol the conrbustion chamlter resulis, only the thirti
half-port slicc predictions are presentcd herc.

The.fields Uf ** and p** are taken as the new iteration
level ones. This is the original algorithm,l3 and the
temperature is calculated after the second corrector
stage.

. In the present study, the temperature calculation was
rncorporated into the algorithm, as the source term olthe
V velocity component depends on it:

- A'(p** - p*)l

S, : p.f)(T - T")g dV

(42)

(43)

The incorporation was made as follows:

f After the first corrector stage the temperature
equation was solved.

I A new source term, eqn (43), was then calcuiated
for the V velocity 

"o*ponent. Ar.u .ons"quence of this
calculation, eqns (41) and (42) became;

I
o, 

oy,LH"(u!* 
* uI) + (sit, - st.,)l (44)

U,t** : U,r* + *W"rUf* - U!)- AH,-

- A'(p** - p*) + (Sil, - S?,,)l (4s)

I The temperature equation was then solved again,
and a new iteration was restarted.

The solution of the individual equation sets was
obtained by a form of Gauss-Seidei line-by_line iteration,
in both sub-models.

5. Presentation and discussion of results
5.1. Some computational details
The present prediction procedure was applied for the
solution of the process in a full-scale industriai glass
furnace with real operating conditions. The daily proiu._
tion of glass, or the througfiput, is 100 tonnes. As-described
earlier, the lurnace contains four firing ports. Total mass
flow of fuel and air at each port can b-e lound in Table l.
. Ih: fuel is injected at 393 K and the air is preheated to
be injected at 12l-3 K. The luel composition is g6/, of
carbon and 14/, of hydrogen. The inlei axial velocities of
luel and air can be found in Table 1. The radial and
tangential velocities were set to zero owing to the absence
of swirl. The kinetic energy of turbulenc! at the inlet is
assumed to be 0.3,/" of the kinetic energy of the mean flow
and its dissipation rate, c, is calculateJ lrom the relation:

.. _ 6.0K,f;s
t'ir, - -_1

whcrc I is a characteristic length scale. Thc glass tempcra_
turc distribution calcLrlatcd by tlrc glass tritk sub_moclcl
wits ttscd to prcdict tlrc lurnacc corirbustion r:h:rnrhr-r

^'[# A,(p** - 0.,] :

(t' t t tt I i tttt L'tl t ttt
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5.2.1. Velocity
Fig. 2(rr) shows predictcd projections of velocity vectors
on vertical planes nornral to the inlet-port containing
w:tll 'rrhilo Fi,r ?/A\ chnr'c Ilr. rplarrp,l ^rni,-ntinn,rn

CARVALHO, OLIVEIRA AND SEMIAO: A THREIj-DIMF|NSIONAL

:\

Z=0.05n

Z=l-50m

vertical planes parallel to the relerred wall. The first three
plancs (: : 0.05 ffi, ; : 0.33 m and : : 0.53 m) in Fig.
2(rr) contain the inlct- and outlet-ports and show tlrat thc
fl,r.rr ic rn,rinl.,,r i,'r ^.^.-i^,, rL^ f,,-,.,,,-, l-^- rL^ i-l^r +^
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FIG. 3 Vekrcities on constant y planes for glass tank

FIG . 4 Veltx ities on (on.\tut1t z plonc.s .[or gluss lunk

the outlet-port. A recirculation zone can be found on the
upper portion ol the furnace and near the rool the main
flow is inverted. This recirculation slightly directs the
inlet jets towards thc glass near the inlet-port as shown in
the two first planes of Fig. 2(b). This figure also shows
that the llow is strongly three-dimensional.

As rcgards thc batch {low, Figs. 3 and 4 show
rcspcctivcly thc prcdictcd projections ol thc vclocity orr

longitudinal and transversal vertical planes. The main
flow pattern predicted by the model, shown in Fig. 3, is
the anti-clockrvisc circulation next to thc side wall lor thc
left-hand half of the furnace, and a clockwise circulation
in the remaining part ol tlre furnacc. The lormer is
rr.raintairred by cerld glass lalling frorn the unstable layer

(cortlittttatl ort

2 /-;J)

t5r

I-5.48 r

.-_ THROAT

*+ vt{AI = 1.523 n/s

r,o.lo r

u.

\
:

.=
/1,

1':

7216.23 a
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FIG. 5(a) Tentpertttures on u)n.stant z plane.s lbr contbustiort chuntber

that exists below the batch crust. The hot glass is
displaced towards the centre of the furnace by convection
currents.

It should be notecl that the circulating cells are
stagnant so that the glass flowing through the system is
confined to an extremely thin zone betwein the cells and
to a very thin superficial layer on the right-hand cell
which carries the glass through tlre throat. Against the
daily production ol 100 t olglass there are 700 t circulat-
ing inside the tank as calculated by thc nrodel. In practicc.
however, there will always be small disturbances to thc
system which will allow some glass to escapc lrttm thc
stagnant zoncs.

The linear velocities due to the pull arc so small
compared with those due to convection that the vector
velocities leaving the batch and entering the throat
cannot be shown on the same scale as thaI usccl in Fig. i.

Fig. 4 shows two recirculating cells in the region where
there is no batch. These cells help to mak6 the glass
homogeneous, therefore improving 1ts quality, and ait as
a source of the main longitudinal cells.

5.2.2. Temperature
Figs. 5(a) and (b), show the remperature disrribution in
the combustion chamber, in a similar arrangement ol the
velocity vectors. The frrst and the last planes on Figs. 5(a)
a.nd 5(h) represent respectively the symrnetry planes and
the inlet and outlet walls. in the reaction zone thc
temperature is higher than in the other zones with a
maximum value ol 1880 K. Outside the flamc rcgion thc
temperature is near homogeneous. Tenrperaturss arc
higher bclow the horizontal planc containing the burncr
than:tbovr: it This ic rl[r. r.. rr.n.,^^,,. r,,,.:-.,,,r,,1;,,,,.,,.^.,
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FIG. 5(b) Tantperotures on Lotlstant y plancs./br conthu.stiort cluntber

which slightly directs the flame towards the glass in the
first metres alter the injection.

In the tank zone longitudinal and transversai iso-
thermal lines are shown (Figs. 6 and 7). These figures
show that high temperature values and gradients appear
near the hot-point (where the maximum value is 1670 K).
The temperature decreases and becomes stratified as one
moves towards the bottom of the tank. As described
belore, these temperature gradients are the driven forces
of the glass flow (buoyancy forces).

5.2.3. Mixture fraction
Fig. 8 shows the mixture fraction distribution in verticai
planes normal to the inlet-port containing rvall. The
predicted flame length (based on the definition of
'chemical length'-distance from the burner exit to the
point of stoichiometric fuel concentration) was 6.8 m,
which agrees well with the visual estimation ol the flame
iength of 6.5 m.

Fig. 9 shows respectively the fuel, oxygen and carbon
dioxide mass concentrations on the burner piane, which
are related to the mixture fraction distribution as de-
scribed in section 3.1.3. The main feature of these figuies
is the poor mixing pattern between oxygen and fuel in the
first metres of the furnace. This is the result, mentioned
abovc, of the upper recirculation which directs the fuel-jet
to a poor oxygen content region. As a consequence there
is a small amount of wasted unburned fuel at the outlet. A
parametric study of the burner angle ol inclination rvould
be advisable. The carbon dioxide concentration is max-
imum where the reaction has taken place, as one would
expect.

5.2.4. Soot concentration
.. nf cnnl m.rec nnn.^nlrrrlinrr :rrn

shown in Fi-e. 10. The maximum soot mass concentration
value (5 x 10-2 kg/mt) occurs in the burner axis in the
middle ol the furnace. The non-zero soot mass con-
centration should be noted at the outlet; this is an
important result due to the pollutant nature of goot.

A strong similarity is observable between the contours
of rrr. and rr1,,. This confirms the strong inffuence of the
amount of insufficiently mixed fuel in regions of high
temperature in the soot formation process, as expressed
in the model used.

5.2.5. General results
Validation of furnace predictions against experimental
data acquired in real-life operating furnaces is an import-
ant task. In spite ol that, measurements are uncommon
as they are obtained with difficulty, owing to high
temperature and high corrosion levels occurring inside
the lurnaces.

A lew values for outlet data are given in ref 33 and are
compared with predicted values in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Data for outlet-port No 3

Variable Experimental Predicted
valuestr valrres

Outlet velociry (m/s) 8.30 8.60

Outlet tempcrature (K) n20
Outlet CO2, mass concentration 0.14

Ourtet O,. nriii.on..n,irrion - 0.014

0.r5

As can be seen, the predicted values do agree quite well
with the very lew experimental ones. In spite of the lack
ol good quantitative validation evidence, trends in the
results show that the pe rformance of this furnace is well
characte riscd by the model. ln the numerical treatmcnt of
thtc ltt.r.,t^. .. ^l;-.,^^,,-. l-.n n-a,'n-r
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TEHPERATTJRE
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FlG. 7 Tentperatures on constant z plurc.s for cla.s.s tank

The interaction between two neighbouring flames is
neglected. The application of the hybrid/ceniral upwind
scheme may lead to numerical diffusion. The sources of
error, together with the simplicity of the turbulence and
combustion models have proved to be, in the previous
application,s minor. Indeed, the combustion chamber
models used in this model are the same as those used by
Carvalho et al,8 where extensive validation of predictioni
against experimental data acquired in a real furnace wr: re

arises lrom the importance of radiation in large industrial
furnaces.

6. Conclusions
The paper describes the application of a useful and
general prediction procedure to a real-life industrial
lurnacc. The arrthors suggest that thc proccsses occurring
in thc cornbustion chamter and in tire slass tank of an
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FIG. 8 Mixture.frat.tio, u)ntour' otl ('ot.stant z planes for tombustion chatnber

engtneenng accuracy at moderate low cost by numerical
procedures. The modelling of all relevant physical and
chemical processes, in both combustion chamber and
glass tank, constitutes a major improvement to the
previous treatment ol the problem and, more import-
antly, provides the engineer with good estimates of ali
related parameters. There seems little question that
prediction procedures olthe present kind will prove to be
a valuable tool for the furnace designer.
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